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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we discuss the nonlinear functional spaces based on triangular conorms.
Particularly, we discuss the properties of the upper-closures of the regular subspaces of
the nonlinear functional space based on a continuous triangular conorm. Furthermore, we
prove that with respect to a strict triangular conorm, a subset of the nonlinear functional
space is an upper-complete normal subspace if and only if the family of all sets whose
characteristic functionals are contained in the given subset of the nonlinear functional
space is a sigma-algebra.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Originally functional analysis could be understood as a unifying abstract treatment of important aspects of linear
mathematical models for problems in science, but the latter receded more and more into the background during the
intensive theoretical investigations. Numerous questions in physics, chemistry, biology, and economics lead to nonlinear
problems. Thus nonlinear functional analysis is an important branch of modern mathematics.
Triangular norms and conorms were first introduced in the context of probabilistic metric spaces [1–4], based on some
ideas presented in [5]. They also play an important role in decision making [6–9], in statistics [10,11] as well as in the
theories of non-additive measures [12] and cooperative games [13,14]. Some parameterized families of t-norms turn out
to be solutions of well-known nonlinear functional equations [15]. In many problems with uncertainty as in the theory
of probabilistic metric spaces [1,2,4], multi-valued logics [16,17], general measures [12,18] often we work with many
operations different from the usual addition and multiplication of reals. Some of them are triangular norms, triangular
conorms, pseudo-additions, pseudo-multiplications, etc. [19–21].
In this paper,wewill discuss thenonlinear functional spaces based on triangular conorms. Particularly,wewill discuss the
properties of the upper-closures of the regular subspaces of the nonlinear functional space based on a continuous triangular
conorm. Furthermore, we will prove that with respect to a strict t-conorm, a subset of the nonlinear functional space is an
upper-complete normal subspace if and only if the family of all sets whose characteristic functionals are contained in the
given subset of the nonlinear functional space is a σ -algebra.
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2. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, X will denote a nonempty set, P(X) the corresponding power set and R the real numbers with
their usual topology.
A pair (X,S ) consisting of a non-empty set X and a σ -algebra S of subsets of X is called a measurable space. The most
basic measurable space in the whole of what follows is ([0, 1],B[0,1]), where [0, 1] is the unit interval equipped with a
natural topology induced from that of R andB[0,1] denotes the Borel σ -algebra of [0, 1]. A functional f : X → [0, 1] is said
to be a measurable functional if f −1(B[0,1]) ⊆ S [22].
The set of all functionals from X to [0, 1] will be denoted by F (X). For each a ∈ [0, 1] the constant functional in F (X)
with value a will also be denoted by a. It will be clear from the context which usage is intended. A functional f ∈ F (X) is
said to be elementary if the set of values f (X) of f is a finite subset of [0, 1] and the set of such elementary functionals will
be denoted by E(X). For each A ⊆ X define the characteristic functional IA ∈ E(X) as
IA(x) =

1, if x ∈ A,
0, otherwise.
In general, for each binary operation ⋆ on [0, 1], one can define a corresponding operation on F (X), also denoted by ⋆,
pointwise by letting (f ⋆ g)(x) = f (x) ⋆ g(x) for all x ∈ X . A subsetA of F (X) is ⋆-closed if f ⋆ g ∈ A for all f , g ∈ A. The
total order on [0, 1] induces a partial order ≤ onF (X) defined pointwise by stipulating that f ≤ g if and only if f (x) ≤ g(x)
for all x ∈ X . Thus (F (X),≤) is a poset, and whenever we consider F (X) as a poset then it will always be with respect to
this partial order. Let A be a subset of F (X); the poset A is said to be upper-complete if limn fn ∈ A for each increasing
sequence {fn}n≥1 fromA; the posetA is said to be lower-complete if limn fn ∈ A for each decreasing sequence {fn}n≥1 from
A, where the limit of the monotonic functional sequence {fn}n≥1 is given by (limn fn)(x) = limn fn(x) for all x ∈ X .
Definition 2.1 ([23]). A triangular norm (t-norm for short) is a binary operation⊤ on the unit interval [0, 1], i.e., a function
⊤ : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1], such that for all a, b, c, d ∈ [0, 1] the following four axioms are satisfied:
(T-1) a⊤1 = a (boundary condition).
(T-2) a⊤b ≤ c⊤dwhenever a ≤ c and b ≤ d (monotonicity).
(T-3) a⊤b = b⊤a (commutativity).
(T-4) a⊤(b⊤c) = (a⊤b)⊤c (associativity).
A t-norm ⊤ is said to be continuous if it is a continuous function in [0, 1]2. The following are examples of t-norms:
a ∧ b = min(a, b); a⊤Pb = a · b; a⊤Lb = max(a+ b− 1, 0).
Definition 2.2 ([23]). A triangular conorm (t-conorm for short) is a binary operation ⊥ on the unit interval [0, 1], i.e., a
function⊥ : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1], such that for all a, b, c, d ∈ [0, 1] the following four axioms are satisfied:
(S-1) a⊥0 = a (boundary condition).
(S-2) a⊥b ≤ c⊥dwhenever a ≤ c and b ≤ d (monotonicity).
(S-3) a⊥b = b⊥a (commutativity).
(S-4) a⊥(b⊥c) = (a⊥b)⊥c (associativity).
A t-conorm ⊥ is said to be continuous if it is a continuous function in [0, 1]2; a t-conorm ⊥ is called strict if ⊥ is
continuous and strictly monotone [23]. The following are examples of t-conorms: a∨ b = max(a, b); a⊥P b = a+ b− ab;











For any continuous t-conorm ⊥ and a, b ∈ [0, 1] with b ≥ a, since a⊥0 = a and a⊥1 = 1, there exists at least one point
c such that b = a⊥c . If t-conorm⊥ is strict, then there exists only one point c such that b = a⊥c for all a, b ∈ [0, 1] with
a < 1. Thus we have the following concepts.
Definition 2.3. For any continuous t-conorm⊥ and a, b ∈ [0, 1]with b ≥ a, the para-complement set b−⊥a is a nonempty
set of all points c such that b = a⊥c .
Definition 2.4. For any continuous t-conorm⊥, if f , g ∈ F (X)with g ≤ f then define the para-complement set f − ⊥g as
the set of all those functionals h such that f (x) = g(x)⊥h(x) for all x ∈ X .
Definition 2.5 ([24]). For any strict t-conorm⊥ and a, b ∈ [0, 1]with b ≥ a, the complement b−′⊥ a is defined as
b−′⊥ a =

c ∈ [0, 1], such that b = a⊥c, if a < 1,
0, otherwise.
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Definition 2.6. For any strict t-conorm ⊥, if f , g ∈ F (X) with g ≤ f then define the complement functional f −′⊥ g
pointwise as (f −′⊥ g)(x) = f (x)−′⊥ g(x) for all x ∈ X .
Definition 2.7. For any a ∈ [0,+∞) and f ∈ F (X), the scalar multiplication⊗ is defined as
(a⊗ f )(x) =

af (x), if af (x) < 1,
1, otherwise,
i.e., (a⊗ f )(x) = af (x) ∧ 1.
Definition 2.8. For any t-conorm⊥, a non-empty subsetS ofF (X) is said to be a functional spacewith respect to⊥, denoted
by (S,⊥), if (a⊗ f )⊥(b⊗ g) ∈ S for all f , g ∈ S and a, b ∈ [0,+∞).
It is clear that (F (X),⊥) is the greatest functional space with respect to any t-conorm⊥. Thus the functional space (S,⊥)
with S ⊂ F (X) is also called a subspace of (F (X),⊥). If (S,⊥) is a functional space with respect to ⊥ then we just write
S instead of (S,⊥)whenever⊥ can be determined from the context.
Definition 2.9. For each subsetA of F (X) the upper-closure ofA, denoted by Aˆ, is the set of all elements of F (X) having
the form limn fn for some increasing sequence {fn}n≥1 fromA.
It follows from Definition 2.9 thatA ⊆ Aˆ andA = Aˆ if and only ifA is upper-complete.
Definition 2.10. For any continuous t-conorm ⊥, a subspace (S,⊥) will be called para-complemented if for all f , g ∈ S
with g ≤ f , f − ⊥g ⊆ S; for any strict t-conorm⊥, a subspace (S,⊥) will be called complemented if for all f , g ∈ S with
g ≤ f , f −′⊥ g ∈ S.
Definition 2.11. For any continuous t-conorm ⊥, a para-complemented subspace (S,⊥) is regular if it contains 1 and is
closed under both ∨ and ∧; for any strict t-conorm ⊥, a complemented subspace (S,⊥) is normal if it contains 1 and is
closed under both ∨ and ∧.
3. Nonlinear functional spaces based on continuous triangular conorms
In this section wewill discuss the properties of the upper-closures of regular subspaces of the nonlinear functional space
F (X) based on a continuous t-conorm⊥.
Theorem 3.1. Let A be a ∨-closed subset of F (X) and let {fn}n≥1 be an increasing sequence from Aˆ with f = limn fn. Then
there exists an increasing sequence {gn}n≥1 from A with gn ≤ fn for all n ≥ 1 and limn gn = f . In particular, this implies Aˆ is
upper-complete.




m≥1 from A with fn = limm f(n,m). For each m ≥ 1 let
gm = f(1,m) ∨ · · · ∨ f(m,m); then gm ∈ A, sinceA is ∨-closed, and
gm = f(1,m) ∨ · · · ∨ f(m,m) ≤ f(1,m) ∨ · · · ∨ f(m,m) ∨ f(m,m+1) ≤ gm+1,
since∨ ismonotone. Therefore {gm}m≥1 is an increasing sequence fromA; put g = limm gm. Now f(n,m) ≤ f(1,m)∨· · ·∨f(m,m) =
gm ≤ g for allm ≥ n ≥ 1; thus fn = limm f(n,m) ≤ g for all n ≥ 1 and hence f ≤ g . But on the other hand,
gn = f(1,n) ∨ · · · ∨ f(n,n) ≤ f1 ∨ · · · ∨ fn = fn,
and so in particular g = limn gn ≤ limn fn = f , i.e., g = f . 
Theorem 3.2. Let ⋆ be a continuous operation on [0, 1] andA a ⋆-closed subset of F (X). Then Aˆ is ⋆-closed. In particular, Aˆ is
∨-closed.
Proof. Let f , g ∈ Aˆ and {fn}n≥1 , {gn}n≥1 be increasing sequences fromAwith f = limn fn and g = limn gn. Then fn ⋆ gn ∈ A,
sinceA is ⋆-closed. In addition for each point x ∈ X ,
lim
n
(fn ⋆ gn)(x) = lim
n




gn(x)) = f (x) ⋆ g(x) = (f ⋆ g)(x),
since ⋆ be a continuous operation on [0, 1]. Thus f ⋆ g ∈ Aˆ, since Aˆ is complete. This shows that Aˆ is ⋆-closed, and in
particular Aˆ is ∨-closed, since ∨ is continuous. 
Theorem 3.3. Let (S,⊥) be a ∨-closed subspace with respect to a continuous t-conorm ⊥. Then (Sˆ,⊥) is a subspace which is
upper-complete and ∨-closed. Moreover, if S is closed under a continuous operation ⋆ on F (X) then so is Sˆ.
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Proof. This follows from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. (Sˆ,⊥) is a subspace since for all f , g ∈ Sˆ the operation (f , g) →
(a⊗ f )⊥(b⊗ g) is continuous for all a, b ∈ [0,+∞). 
Theorem 3.4. An upper-complete regular subspace (S,⊥) with respect to a continuous t-conorm⊥ is also lower-complete.
Proof. Let {fn}n≥1 be a decreasing sequence from S with f = limn fn. For each n ≥ 1 let gn = suph∈f1−⊥fn h; then f1 = fn⊥gn
since ⊥ is continuous and f1 = fn⊥h for all h ∈ f1 − ⊥fn. Now we show that {gn}n≥1 is an increasing sequence from S. If
otherwise, then there are x0 ∈ X and m, n with m > n ≥ 1 such that gm(x0) < gn(x0). Since ⊥ is monotonous, it follows
that
f1(x0) = fn(x0)⊥gn(x0) ≥ fm(x0)⊥gn(x0) ≥ fm(x0)⊥gm(x0) = f1(x0)
which implies fm(x0)⊥gn(x0) = f1(x0). This contradicts the definition of gm(x0). Then {gn}n≥1 is an increasing sequence from
S and thus g = limn gn ∈ S. But f1 = f⊥g and so f ∈ f1 − ⊥g ⊆ S. This shows that S is lower-complete. 
Note that (f ∨ g)⊥(f ∧ g) = f⊥g for all f , g ∈ F (X) and thus a para-complemented subspace of F (X) is ∧-closed if
and only if it is ∨-closed. Note also that a subspace always contains the constant mapping 0 since 0 = (0 ⊗ f )⊥(0 ⊗ g).
Thus if a subspace (S,⊥) contains the constant 1 then a ∈ S for all a ∈ [0, 1] since a = (a ⊗ 1)⊥(0 ⊗ 1). Let (S,⊥) be a
regular subspace. Then by Theorem 3.3 Sˆ is closed under both ∨ and ∧ and of course 1 ∈ Sˆ. Therefore (Sˆ,⊥) is regular if
and only if Sˆ is para-complemented. However, in general this will fail to be the case, and the best partial results are perhaps
the following:
Theorem 3.5. Let (S,⊥) be a ∨-closed para-complemented subspace with respect to a continuous t-conorm ⊥ and let g ∈ S
and f ∈ Sˆ with g ≤ f . Then Sˆ ∩ (f − ⊥g) ≠ ∅.
Proof. Let {fn}n≥1 be an increasing sequence from S with f = limn fn; then {fn ∨ g}n≥1 is an increasing sequence from S, also
with limn(fn ∨ g) = f ∨ g = f . Now g ≤ fn ∨ g and so there exists kn ∈ S with kn = supk∈((fn∨g)−⊥g) k and fn ∨ g = kn⊥g .
Let hn = k1 ∨ · · · ∨ kn, and {hn}n≥1 is an increasing sequence from S such that
fn ∨ g = (f1 ∨ g) ∨ · · · ∨ (fn ∨ g)
= (g⊥k1) ∨ · · · ∨ (g⊥kn)
= g⊥(k1 ∨ · · · ∨ kn)
= g⊥hn.
Let h = limn hn; then h ∈ Sˆ and h ∈ (f − ⊥g). 
Theorem 3.6. Let (S,⊥) be a regular subspace with respect to a continuous t-conorm ⊥. If (Sˆ,⊥) is lower-complete, then
Sˆ ∩ (f − ⊥g) ≠ ∅ for all g, f ∈ Sˆ with g ≤ f .
Proof. Suppose Sˆ is lower-complete. Let f , g ∈ Sˆ with g ≤ f and let {gn}n≥1 be an increasing sequence from S with
limn gn = g . By Theorem 3.5 there exists hn = infw∈(f−⊥gn)w ∈ Sˆ such that f = gn⊥hn. Now we show that {hn}n≥1 is a
decreasing sequence from S. If on the contrary, then there are x0 ∈ X andm, nwithm > n ≥ 1 such that hm(x0) > hn(x0).
Since⊥ is monotonous, it follows that
f (x0) = gn(x0)⊥hn(x0) ≤ gm(x0)⊥hn(x0) ≤ gm(x0)⊥hm(x0) = f (x0)
which implies gm(x0)⊥hn(x0) = f (x0). This contradicts the definition of hm(x0). Then f = gn⊥hn and {hn}n≥1 is a decreasing
sequence from Sˆ. Hence, since Sˆ is lower-complete, h = limn hn ∈ Sˆ, and f = g⊥h. 
Since the above theorems also hold for the upper-closures and the normal subspaces with respect to a strict t-conorm,
particularly we can get the following corollary.
Corollary 3.7. Let (S,⊥) be a normal subspace with respect to a strict t-conorm ⊥. Then (Sˆ,⊥) is normal if and only if it is
lower-complete.
Proof. We can obtain a similar result with Theorem 3.4 that an upper-complete normal subspace is also lower-complete. In
the meantime, by some similar discussions with the notes before Theorem 3.5, we can get that (Sˆ,⊥) is normal if and only
if it is complemented. It thus remains to show that (Sˆ,⊥) is complemented when it is lower-complete. By Theorem 3.6,
Sˆ ∩ (f − ⊥g) ≠ ∅ for all g, f ∈ Sˆ with g ≤ f which exactly implies f −′⊥ g ∈ Sˆ for all g, f ∈ Sˆ with g ≤ f . 
Theorem 3.8. (1) (E(X),⊥) is a subspace of (F (X),⊥) with respect to any continuous t-conorm⊥. Moreover if ⊥ is a strict
t-conorm, then (E(X),⊥) is a normal subspace.
(2) If (S,⊥) is a subspace with IA ∈ S for all A ⊆ X then (E(X),⊥) ⊆ (S,⊥), which means (E(X),⊥) is the smallest subspace
containing the mappings IA, A ⊆ X.
(3) (F (X),⊥) = (E(X),⊥).
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Proof. (1) For any a, b ∈ [0,+∞) and f , g ∈ E(X),
(a⊗ f )⊥(b⊗ g)(X) ⊆ A = {(a⊗ c)⊥(b⊗ d) : c ∈ f (X), d ∈ g(X)}
and A is a finite subset of [0, 1]whenever both f (X) and g(X) are. Thus E(X) is a subspace. Moreover, if⊥ is strict, then for
any f , g ∈ E(X) with f ≥ g, (f − ′⊥g)(X) is a subset of the finite set {a − ′⊥b : a ∈ f (X), b ∈ g(X), a ≥ b}. It is easy to see
(f ∨ g)(X) and (f ∧ g)(X) are finite sets for all f , g ∈ E(X). Finally, it is clear that 1 ∈ E(X).
(2) If f ∈ E(X) then⊥a∈f (X)(a⊗ If−1(a)), where f −1(a) = {x ∈ X : f (x) = a}. Thus if IA ∈ S for each A ⊆ X then E(X) ⊆ S.




((m− 1)2−n ⊗ IAm,n),
where Am,n = {x ∈ X : (m− 1)2−n < f (x) ≤ m2−n}. Then fn ≥ fn+1 ≥ f for each n ≥ 1 and f (x) ≤ 2−n + fn(x) for all x ∈ X
with f (x) ≤ 1. Thus {fn}n≥1 is an increasing sequence from E(X)with limn fn = f . 
4. Nonlinear functional spaces based on strict t-conorms
Those theorems in the previous section also hold for the upper-closures and the normal subspaces with respect to a strict
t-conorm. Furthermore, we can get some deeper results for the functional space based on a strict t-conorm in this section.
Let (X,S ) be a measurable space andM(S ) the set of all measurable mappings from (X,S ) to ([0, 1],B[0,1]), i.e.,
M(S ) = f ∈ F (X) : f −1(B[0,1]) ⊆ S  .
If A is an algebra of subsets of X then E(A ) will denote the set of those elements f ∈ E(X) for which f −1(a) = {x ∈ X :
f (x) = a} ∈ A for each a ∈ f (X). In particular this means that E(S ) =M(S ) ∩ E(X).
Theorem 4.1. Let A be an algebra of subsets of X and⊥ a strict t-conorm. Then (E(A ),⊥) is a normal subspace of (F (X),⊥).
Proof. For any a, b ∈ [0, 1] and f , g ∈ E(X),
((a⊗ f )⊥(b⊗ g))−1(c) =

(a⊗d)⊥(b⊗e)=c
f −1(d) ∩ g−1(e),
where
c ∈ C = {(a⊗ d)⊥(b⊗ e) : d ∈ f (X), e ∈ g(X)}
and C is a finite subset of [0, 1]whenever both f (X) and g(X) are. Thus
((a⊗ f )⊥(b⊗ g))−1(c) ∈ A
for each c ∈ C and therefore (a⊗ f )⊥(b⊗ g) ∈ E(A ). Thus E(A ) is a subspace. Similarly, we can get that (f ∨ g) ∈ E(A )
and (f ∧ g) ∈ E(A ) for all f , g ∈ E(A ).
Moreover, for any f , g ∈ E(A )with f ≥ g, (f − ′⊥g)(X) is a subset of the finite set {a− ′⊥b : a ∈ f (X), b ∈ g(X), a ≥ b}.
Thus
(f − ′⊥g)−1(c) =

d−′⊥e=c
f −1(d) ∩ g−1(e),
where c ∈ (f − ′⊥g)(X). Thus (f − ′⊥g)−1(c) ∈ A for each c ∈ (f − ′⊥g)(X) and therefore f − ′⊥g ∈ E(A ). Finally, it is clear
that 1 ∈ E(A ). 
Theorem 4.2. Let A be an algebra of subsets of X and⊥ a strict t-conorm. Then the functional IA is in (E(A ),⊥) for all A ∈ A ,
and any subspace (S,⊥) with IA ∈ S for each A ∈ A contains (E(A ),⊥). Therefore (E(A ),⊥) is the smallest subspace
containing the functionals IA, A ∈ A .
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.8(2) and the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Theorem 4.3. Let S be an σ -algebra of subsets of X and⊥ a strict t-conorm. Then (M(S ),⊥) = (E(S ),⊥).




((m− 1)2−n ⊗ IAm,n),
where Am,n = {x ∈ X : (m− 1)2−n < f (x) ≤ m2−n}. Then {fn}n≥1 is an increasing sequence from E(X)with limn fn = f . But
Am,n ∈ S for all n ≥ 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ 2n, and therefore fn ∈ E(S ). 
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Theorem 4.4. Let S be an σ -algebra of subsets of X and ⊥ a strict t-conorm. Then (M(S ),⊥) are both upper-complete and
lower-complete.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1,M(S ) is upper-complete sinceM(S ) = E(S ). Let {fn}n≥1 be a decreasing sequence fromM(S )
with limn fn = f . Then for all a ∈ [0, 1]
{x ∈ X : f (x) < a} =

n≥1
{x ∈ X : fn(x) < a}
is an element ofS and therefore again f ∈M(S ). 
Theorem 4.5. Let S be a σ -algebra of subsets of X and ⊥ a strict t-conorm. Then (M(S ),⊥) is an upper-complete normal
subspace of (F (X),⊥).
Proof. By Theorem 4.1 E(S ) is a normal subspace of F (X) and by Theorem 4.3M(S ) =E(S ). Moreover, by Theorem 4.4
M(S ) is both upper-complete and lower-complete. Therefore by Corollary 3.7M(S ) is an upper-complete normal subspace
of F (X). 
Theorem 4.6. Let S be an σ -algebra of subsets of X and⊥ a strict t-conorm, and let (S,⊥) be an upper-complete subspace of
(M(S ),⊥) with IA ∈ S for each A ∈ S . Then (S,⊥) = (M(S ),⊥).
Proof. Since IA ∈ S for each A ∈ S , Theorem 4.2 implies that E(S ) ⊆ S. Therefore by Theorem 4.3 S = M(S ), since S is
upper-complete. 
Theorem 4.7. Let ⊥ be a strict t-conorm and let (S,⊥) be an upper-complete normal subspace of (F (X),⊥). Then
S = {A ⊆ X : IA ∈ S}
is a σ -algebra and (S,⊥) = (M(S ),⊥).
Proof. If A ∈ S then IA ∈ S and IX−A is the element of F (X) with 1 = IA⊥IX−A. Thus IX−A ∈ S, since S is complemented,
i.e., X − A ∈ S for all A ∈ S. Let A, B ∈ S ; then IA∩B = IA ∧ IB ∈ S, since S is ∧-closed, and henceA ∩ B ∈ S . This shows S
is an algebra, since IX = 1 ∈ S.
Now let {An}n≥1 be an increasing sequence fromS and put A =n≥1 An. Then {IAn}n≥1 is an increasing sequence from S
with limn IAn = IA and thus IA ∈ S. This shows A ∈ S and thereforeS is a σ -algebra.
Let f ∈ S and a ∈ [0, 1]with a < 1. Define the functional g as
g(x) = (f − ′⊥(f ∧ a))(x) =

f (x)− ′⊥a, if x ∈ f −1((a, 1]),
0, otherwise.
Then g ∈ S, since S is complemented and ∧-closed and a ∈ S. For each n ≥ 1 let fn = n⊗ g; then {fn}n≥1 is an increasing
sequence from S with limn fn = If−1((a,1]). Thus If−1((a,1]) ∈ S, since S is upper-complete, i.e., f −1((a, 1]) ∈ S which implies
that f ∈M(S ). This shows S ⊆M(S ). But by definition IA ∈ S for all A ∈ S and therefore by Theorem 4.6 S =M(S ). 
By Theorem 4.5M(S ) is an upper-complete normal subspace of F (X) and it is clear that S = {A ⊆ X : IA ∈ M(S )}.
Thus the following result holds.
Theorem 4.8. Let ⊥ a strict t-conorm. Then (S,⊥) is a upper-complete normal subspace if and only if
S = {A ⊆ X : IA ∈ S}
is a σ -algebra and (S,⊥) = (M(S ),⊥).
5. Conclusions
In this work we have discussed the properties of the upper-closures of the regular subspaces of the nonlinear functional
space (F (X),⊥) based on a continuous t-conorm. Furthermore, we have obtained that with respect to a strict t-conorm,
a subset S of (F (X),⊥) is an upper-complete normal subspace if and only if the family of all sets whose characteristic
functionals are contained in S is a σ -algebra. In further work, we will try to lay bare more properties of those nonlinear
functional spaces based on t-conorms. In addition, because the concepts of t-conorm-decomposable measures [24–26],
t-conorm-decomposable integrals [27,28] are very useful in the theory of nonlinear differential and integral equations
[19–21], the relationships between nonlinear functional spaces based on t-conorms and those conceptswill also be explored
in our future research.
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